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- Simple to use - Safe and secure -
Works in all Windows operating
systems - Eliminates the need to

place autorun.inf on the USB
drives, just insert your USB drive
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and you're all set - Very low size,
4.5 KB - Activate autorun without
any special permissions - Runs as
a service with minimal impact on

performance - Multilingual:
English, German, Spanish,
French, Italian, Dutch and

Chinese - Every update is tested
to work on Windows 2000, XP,
Vista, 7, 8 and Windows 10 - In-

built plug-in framework -
Universal binary, no external
dependencies - Open Source

Download: Phew! I'll admit, I got
a little choked up there at the end.
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You can actually look at the notes.
In fact, the comments you leave
will be shown in this window.
However, it won't appear right

next to the review. See, we have
different sections. Whatcha think?

I'm pretty proud of it. Do you
think I should go on with this? :>
Downloaded the day of release.

Works great. In fact, it is a
problem with my pre-existing
script that caused the install

problems. Very simple to use and
fast. Thanks for the quick

response, Nick. Went to install it
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and it said i need internet
connection. So i used the dowload
manager and i was able to install
it without any problems. Now it

asks for my password to make the
registry edit which i entered and
tried to log off but it said that my

password was wrong. When i
typed it out it said "Don't type
anything just click ok". and it

asked for my password again. So i
clicked ok and it said "Installation

successful. Do you want to
continue?" Then i clicked yes and
it says it needs to restart but i was
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asked to log off first. I did and it
didnt restart. It asked for my

password again but it said it was
wrong. So i said ok and it said

"Installation successful. Do you
want to continue?" then it said ok
again. When i clicked ok it said
that it needed to restart. I clicked

ok and it restarted and the end
user setup window popped up.

Thats it. Easier than ever to install
and use. Its a nice and simple

program that works without user
involvement.
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What's New in the APUSB 47?

## ![]( ## Using APUSB 47:
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10
(32-bit or 64-bit) CPU: 2.8 GHz
RAM: 2 GB HDD: 8 GB
Graphics: DirectX 9.0c Network:
Broadband internet connection
Notes: 1. Screenshots can be
found at the bottom of the post. 2.
The video will be available on the
official RuneScape website when
the game is launched. 3. You can
also view the video on the
YouTube channel right
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